
Capital DAO is an investment Decentralized Autonomous Organization specializing in the cryptocurrency field. 

The Capital DAO is the next frontier by turning investments made by traditional venture capital more transparent. 
In addition, it provides investment opportunities for DAO members, investment proposals as well as governance voting. 
It aims to educate community members and to offer feedback for the projects.

When comparing to the Web2 of the Internet, the new field of Web3 is currently expected to grow significantly through the contribution and the collaboration of 
strong communities. 
This vision is still untapped but is bottlenecked by the lack of interoperability of other blockchains.

Capital DAO will address this problem by supporting early-stage projects with a focus on futuristic classes of blockchain technology and crypto assets
while providing multi-chain support.
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Capital DAO helps to realize the next generation of projects and Web3 projects.

The Capital DAO Protocol connects promising future projects with maximizing the incentives of the investors present in the community.
There are many incubators in the cryptocurrency community, and they use their own Launchpad to implement project IDOs.
What makes us different from them is that it is natural for an incubator to provide mid- to long-term project support,
and our mission is to connect projects with the community and nurture the community, which is what we should focus on the most.
We also believe that it is necessary to raise the level of knowledge of users who participate as a community.

The Capital DAO Protocol aims to operate as a DAO in the future as a next generation VC.
In order to achieve this, we believe it is important to create a higher level of investor community together with the project.
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There are multitude of methods for Capital DAO token sales.
By using different formats for different projects, you can have a flexible token sale and distribute tokens 
according to the project's demands.

The different methods allow users to participate in IDO in ways other than having a platform token. 
Capital DAO believes that many IDO platforms are problematic because they overly favor whales. 
Therefore, in this structure, it ensures that the general investors can publicly participate and
have fair access to IDO.

Capital DAO is more than just a fundraising Launchpad platform. 
We provide support starting from the initial phase to ensure the 
long-term health and development of your project. We create an 
opportunity for more projects to grow, not just those under incuba-
tion led by Capital DAO.

Capital DAO is a community-driven organization that encompasses 
a large number of KOLs (influencers, engineers, business develop-
ers, designers, marketers, etc.). We help you succeed by connecting 
your project to KOLs and by facilitating development and marketing.

KOLs will receive the reward for their contributions to the project, as 
well as SEEDs for token allocation through an IDO. These incentives 
amplify the motivation for KOLs to contribute.

KOL 
- Register your profile (KYC & screening will be conducted) 
- Manage your registration information 
- Stake CPDT (intrinsic pool, see below for details) 
- Receive and complete Jobs

Project
- Search for KOLs 
- Register your projects (with KYB/KYC & screening will be conduct-
ed) 
- Register and manage Jobs 
- Stake CPDT (intrinsic pool, see below for details)


